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C0_PAPISON OF :,<_:_,_lu AND SE_'qRIGIC AIPSHIPS.*

By Lt, 8ts.pfer.

The dis s_ssion following the com<qunic_tion of _r. Nobile on

Italian semii'igid airships lead_ me to offer a few considerations

vhich are doubtless no_ new, but which seem to me to h_ve never

been presented from a purely objective _olnt of view,

One of the main objeq_s of airship science consists in estab-

lishing cooperation between two vertical forces, the buoyancy of

the _ir and the attra_ion of gravity. The mechanism for estab-

lishing this cooperation must have the minimt_m weight and offer

the minimum head resistance. Starting with this principle, let us

consiaer _vhat improvements can be made in the present type of non-

rigid airships (derived from the "short oar" type).

The _rinciple of this type is, briefly, as follows: The total

lift F is distributed throughout the length L of the envelope.

The total weight P = F is distributed _long the shorter length _

of the car. The necessity of making the shearing stresses and

bending moment_ as sms,ll as possible in the oar and in the envel-

o;e leads to a division of the weight and lift into n parts _

_nd fq, respectively equal, and to connecting them by n susrez-

sions, as sho_n by accompanying figure.

The vertical component of the suspension q is equal to

_q = fq It follows, on the one hand, that the tension T of this

suspension increases with its inclination _, since

Tq = p_ x 1
COS _,
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From this there follows, on the other hand, compression stres

es Cq = p_ ran a, _hlch become conslder_ble for large incllna___

a of the suspensions, These interior forces must be offqet by _

interior tension of tho _s. Th3 conseqt_ct_.ces of the obliquity

_h_ suspensions &i'e therefore"

_" lSlC en-A. The necessity of incre1_slng the 3 _r._n_.i cf '._h_.

s_ons and, hence, their =elght and drag.

B. The necessity of increasing the inside tension a:M, hence,

the strength of the envelope, its weight, volume and drag.

There are two ways to diminish the inclination of the sus-

pens ions :

The first consists in increasing the distance between the en-

velope and the car. This increases the drag and introduces pro-

....... v_ obstructions.

The second _ay is to place the weights on the vertical lines

_asslng through the corresponding centers of lift. Thue we arrive

_t the semirigid tv_e, which accordingly avpears to be the result

of improvements applied to the nonrigid type and which offers, _or--

over, along with other advantages, Incre%sed facility of m_neuver-

ing.

T_usl%ted by the _ational Advisory _mm_ttee for Aeror_utics.
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